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Abstract. Future production systems, if they want to remain competitive, need 
the capability to autonomously adapt to new challenges, to learn new behavior 
and to solve complex problems. This leads to a changing role of the employees 
as part of sociotechnical (production) systems, because it’s mainly their capabil-
ity to cope with complex problem situations that determines the capabilities of 
the whole system. The paper presents a multidisciplinary, holistic approach to 
model and to design production systems from a problem solving perspective. 
The modelling architecture comprises of three interacting levels. Those are de-
scribed in detail as well as the propositions which could be derived from the 
model and its parts. 
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1 Introduction 

Industrial companies, and therefore production and logistics systems, face new chal-
lenges such as an increasing level of globalization and networked production, a re-
duced and diversified workforce potential, shorter product lifecycles, etc. This leads 
to a changing role of humans in production systems – they need to continuously adapt 
to new situations, new technology, new processes and new organizations [1]. There-
fore, production systems need to be designed in a way that they facilitate learning 
processes and that they foster the motivation and competence of workers to cope with 
changes, deviations from normality and disturbances. Beside cognitive capabilities, 
emotional factors like anxiety or confidence also play a decisive role. As a conse-
quence certain design strategies for work systems, working processes and for the 
whole production systems have to meet the aforementioned requirements.  

As a prerequisite a sound understanding of the basic psychological processes and 
their interactions with system’s characteristics is absolutely necessary. Therefore, 
qualitatively improved models of production systems are needed to support the  
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analysis and design of sophisticated solutions. In this paper we present a conceptual 
framework for such an integrated model by which it will be possible to map and to 
integrate the problem solving and learning capabilities of workers in production sys-
tems based on basic emotional factors and psychological mechanisms. This extended 
sociotechnical model will also be able to close a transaction gap between planning 
and reality. 

The paper is organized as follows: First we will discuss briefly the state of the art 
of production system modelling. In a second part we will refer to the basics of prob-
lem solving and problem solving capability. In the main part of the paper we will 
explain our concept of a multidisciplinary, integrated model of production systems. 
After a short overview of the model’s architecture we will unfold its single compo-
nents. Finally we will draw some conclusions and we will give an outlook on future 
research, also addressing some hypotheses about the behavior of the extended  
model. 

2 Modelling of Production Systems 

The planning of production systems as well as operations management is usually 
based on a system modelling approach, i.e. the analysis, evaluation and design of such 
systems is done with the help of models [2]. Such models normally cover the ele-
ments of the system (like technical equipment, products and material, workers) and 
their interaction (material flow, processing time etc.). Often the models are used for 
simulations [3] where experiments are conducted to test for example different para-
meter settings. Simulation-ready models can be found in a multitude of applications in 
production systems planning, e.g. in supply chain management and for the optimiza-
tion of logistics processes [4], for transportation processes in micro- and macro-
logistics [5], for planning and scheduling problems [6], for the configuration of  
production networks and for ramp-up processes [7, 8], etc. 

Usually such models cover mainly technical aspects and mirror the modelled sys-
tem at its normal operation mode. Although recent approaches of artificial intelli-
gence [9] make use of certain concepts of human information processing, the human 
itself as an autonomous subject and the dynamic interaction of such subjects has not 
yet been addressed. Also other sophisticated approaches like the person oriented si-
mulation [10], the analysis of decision systems [11], the integration of human perfor-
mance models (circadian rhythm) in simulation tools [12] or learning-capable and 
communicative agents in socio-cultural processes [13] have not been able to fill the 
gap. 

It can be concluded that the demand for integrating human behavior into produc-
tion system’s models has already been identified [12] [14, 15]. However, there are 
only a few concrete modelling approaches so far and even fewer approaches with a 
profound psychological background which can be used for predicting human behavior  
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in such systems. Emotional regulation, complex problem solving processes and the 
interaction of several subjects haven’t been included in production systems models so 
far. 

3 Problem Solving and Problem Solving Competence 

The main challenge in integrating human behavior in production systems emerge 
from modelling human behavior, which is able to solve the complex problems de-
scribed above. The ability to solve complex problems refers to several demands. E.g. 
the most accurate test for cognitive sub-functions in complex problem solving is 
about “decision making”, “system analysis” and “searching for mistakes” [16].  
Moreover it is basic knowledge in psychology that success in problem solving is not 
only based on cognitive abilities and skills. In critical situations coping with problems 
depends highly on the actual level of subjective control [17, 18]. If problems are in-
creasingly new, opaque and complex, the chance to derive plans and decisions from 
consolidated knowledge becomes more and more improbable and this itself is a stres-
sor by reducing the level of control. Because of that typical mistakes were found in 
experiments simulating complex situations. These mistakes are far beyond the intel-
lectual level of the actors and their probability is high [19]. Generally a lower perfor-
mance occurs in decision making under stress [20]. However, empirical studies show 
that a general high level of self-efficacy improves the performance of problem solvers 
[19], [21, 22]. Erpenbeck & Rosenstiel [23] have the hypothesis that a high level  
of self-efficacy is also improving the tendency and ability to act autonomous in diffi-
cult situations. Self-efficacy in work situations is not a personal trait. It depends on 
learning in problem solving situations. In work context it depends on several  
aspects [24]: 

• knowhow in the specific domain 
• general problem solving experience 
• integration in well performing organizational processes 
• social support. 

Studies by Starker [25] show that successful entrepreneurs have the ability to develop 
strategies for emotion regulation in complex situations. Students who have the ability 
to change actively their mood in problem solving situations have significantly better 
results in a computer simulated management game. 

The interaction of emotion and cognitive processes in problem solving behavior 
was also tested in cognitive science research about action regulation. Basing on the 
PSI-model of Dörner [26] virtual agents have been programmed to develop strategies 
for survival in a fictitious micro-world [27, 28]. Different types of computer programs 
(emotional vs. non-emotional) and real subjects have controlled the agents in the mi-
cro-world. Artificial agents with simulated emotional functions and real subjects were  
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more similar and showed a different behavior compared to non-emotional programs. 
They were also more successful. The basic principles of the emotional agents of these 
studies were used for developing an emotional problem solver in our own work  
described now.    

4 Multidisciplinary Model of Production Systems 

4.1 Architecture 

To integrate human behavior in a dynamic model of the production system we have to 
understand the processes at three levels. 

• Production model: The production system level describes the activities and interac-
tion of machines and workers as a whole. Human behavior is the central resource 
for problem solving and therefore also for innovation, change and the management 
of dysfunctional processes. Human behavior is unique, that means two persons can 
behave differently in the same situation and one person will not repeat automatical-
ly the same behavior in the same situation. The production model describes, which 
forms of organization and processes fosters problem solving activities and which 
kind of human problem solving activities are improving performance and problem 
solving capability of the whole production system   

• Incentive model: On the work system level it is described how a specific work 
situation impacts a specific individual. Which part of the reality is experienced on a 
specific work place? Which incentives and affordances exist in this work situation 
and how do they differ depending on the knowledge and the emotional state of the 
specific person? How can the work place be improved to encourage and enable 
people to more problem solving activity? 

• Behavior model: The behavior model describes how the incentives influence the 
individual regulation of behavior and how this behavior influences the perfor-
mances of the production system and changes it. The behavior model is dynamic. 
Actual control, self-efficacy, learning processes and problem solving strategies are 
changing in the process. This influences performance and the kind and intensity of 
problem solving activities. 

The model shall allow insights which organizational structures, formal processes and 
work place designs encourage workers to solve problems autonomously and which 
are the prerequisites that these autonomous activities improve the problem solving 
capability of the whole production system.     

4.2 Production Model 

The core of the extended production model covers the interaction between design 
parameters of the production system, the capability for problem solving and learning 
as well as central system indicators. The approach is presented in fig. 1. 
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Fig. 1. Extended model of production systems 

The description of problem solving and learning processes are crucial for the ex-
tended production model. Those are dependent on parameters of the situation, the task 
itself as well as the person. Those problem solving and learning processes are trig-
gered by external (or even internal) assignments. Hereby, unexpected events resulting 
from internal or external dynamics, for instance changes in the production program, 
technology changes, disturbances, etc., play an important role. The problem solving 
and learning processes themselves lead to certain results which have an impact on the 
processes and stages in the production system. The system, esp. its behavior, can then 
be evaluated by key indicators like robustness, resilience, adaptability, productivity 
etc. 

As the influence of structural and process parameters on economic and logistics 
performance indicators is already well known, the innovative core of the extended 
production model lies in the impact of system’s design parameters on indicators for 
the efficient and effective reaction on disturbances, deviations and changes – see  
fig. 2. 

 

Fig. 2. Variables in the extended production model 
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The knowledge about those interdependencies will finally lead to a contingency 
model from which the suitability of certain system’s configurations under given cir-
cumstances (characteristics of the situation, of the task, of the organization, of the 
persons) can be derived.  

The extensions of the production model need to be linked to already existing mod-
elling concepts for production and logistics like input-output-models, process chains, 
etc. The extensions are among others the availability and quality of information re-
garding deviations and disturbances, prognosis options, alternative activities and 
process structures, including alternative resource allocation, etc. as well as their im-
pact on system’s performance and adaptability. For specification and formalization 
such approaches like “what-if-then” rules, parametric models, characteristic curves 
could be applied. 

4.3 Incentive Model  

The incentive model is based upon classical work Lewin [29], Gibson [30] and Nor-
man [31]. The input for this level is both the actual data of the production system and 
the actual state and position of the respective worker. Depending on the production 
data and his actual coordinates the actual perceptual field can be computed. The in-
centives for activities which are in this field depend on his knowledge (e.g. about the 
correct use of a certain tool) and his actual plans and mood. The authors are especially 
interested in incentives for autonomous problem solving activities. The amount of 
incentive varies from person to person, depending on knowledge, problem solving 
abilities and self-efficacy. On the other hand there exist organizational restrictions 
like the amount of time, which can be used for a problem solving activity, the formal 
rules for work in the production system for the handling of incidents and dysfunc-
tions. Additional factors are the availability and motivation for colleagues´ support.   

4.4 Behavior Model  

The behavior model describes the internal processes of action regulation and how the 
external incentives and the cognitive and emotional prerequisites of the specific 
workers are computed to a behavior program. The program is an adapted version of 
the general PSI-agent described before. It is changed for the specific purposes of the 
production-system-simulation. The most important internal variable is the actual level 
of subjective control and the possible changes which occur when a worker follows the 
respective incentives of the possible alternatives. The results of his activities depend 
on his knowledge and his actual mood. There are three kinds of results: a change in 
the production system, a development of his knowledge and maybe a change in the 
workers mood. For starting problem solving activities the person needs an acceptable 
internal level of self-efficacy, knowledge and appropriate problem solving strategies. 
All these factors increase the tendency for autonomous problem solving activity for 
the specific individual. This tendency becomes even stronger when the organizational 
framework supports social interaction and mutual help.           
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5 Conclusion and Outlook 

As discussed the proposed model should be able to allow better prognoses about au-
tonomous problem solving behavior of workers in corresponding production 
processes in reality. The next important step will be to develop the validity and expla-
natory capability of the model. At the moment a real production system in a laborato-
ry setting is planned which should serve as benchmark towards the prognoses of an 
also more sophisticated simulation model. A first simulation based upon the model 
produced plausible results about fictitious workers´ behavior in a production system 
[32] and proofed the feasibility of the approach. Planned experiments will lead to 
insights on how certain configurations of production systems and workers with specif-
ic prerequisites influence the readiness for problem solving activities. By comparing 
the prognoses of the model with real human behavior in the laboratory production 
system, the model will be improved step by step (so called corner stone method). The 
long term objective of the presented and continuing research work is a better under-
standing in which way the organization of production systems and the design of work 
places, processes and working conditions influence problem solving in production 
systems. 
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